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Social Acceleration



Everything changes at dramatic speed. I like 
most of it, but I also see problems...

Digital technologies are preferred to braille but 
many times this is not the right solution compared 
to something developed over 200 years

Martin 29 years, Blind, Copenhagen





1. Our technologies were meant to save time, but we feel in lack of time

2. Growth rates exceeds acceleration rates 





People, policy and possibilities  





The information society has the 
potential to improve the quality of life 
of Europe’s citizen, the efficiency of our 
social and economic organization and 
to reinforce cohesion…

*Bangemann, M. (1994). Recommendations to the European Council: Europe and the global 
information society. Brussels: European Commission.



The main risk lies in the creation of a two-tier 
society of have and have-nots, in which only a 
part of the population has access to the new 
technology, is comfortable using it and can fully 
enjoy its benefits…

*Bangemann, M. (1994). Recommendations to the European Council: Europe and the global 
information society. Brussels: European Commission.



Equality Knowledge

New possibilities

“The main risk lies in the creation of a 
two-tier society of have and have-nots, 
in which only a part of the population 
has access to the new technology”

The information infrastructure unleashes
unlimited potential for acquiring
knowledge, innovation and creativity.



“Transformations require (..) a break from 
the old thinking related to structures and 
organisations as we know them”

“…To eliminate the barriers in old services 
to take advances of new possibilities”

The Network account,1999 (Denmark)



One-stop-shop

Service and forms online

Systems linked

Online presence





Central policy  and coordination

Digitalization as societal issues Digitalization as an  administrative 
and economic challenge





*Law about Digital Post November 1st 2014

§ 3.  All individuals above the age 
of 15, registered with a Danish civil 
registration number (CPR- number) 
receive Digital Post from public 
authorities.



Equality Knowledge

Possibilities

Competences Mandatory Solutions

Efficiency



Digital by Default: public administrations should 
deliver services digitally (while still keeping other 
channels open for those who are disconnected 
by choice or necessity). 

*E-Government Benchmark 2016 – A turning point for E-government development in Europe?, European Commission.



Sussi 66 years, visually impaired, Aalborg



1. Policies about IT has been changed dramatically 

2. Efficiency has become the key parameter of measure IT

3. Mandatory solutions are increasingly being implemented
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As visually impaired I can get an 
exemption from ”digital post” 
but only if something is wrong 
with you. I believe to be a fully 
functioning citizen and I felt 
humiliated to have to prove that 
something was wrong…

Marianne 58, Slagelse



New payment forms are great, but one problem is that 
we don’t say much when we pay anymore. As slightly 
visually impaired, it is important for me that information 
is not only visual.

I experience that many times the cashier (in shopping 
malls) don’t say the amount, as it is visible on both the 
teller and the card machine. 

Lasse 36, slightly visually impaired, Silkeborg



Jørgen, 45 years, Blind, Kolding
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1. Digitalisation pushes, twists and turns the individual 
2. Several groups feel lack of agency and recognition
3. Consequences of digitalisation has been removed 

from the political debate



IT is not always efficient The political debate has gone A fight for social recognition



It has been a big challenge and very costly to 
make Tivoli accessible to all. The key principle 
has been that all new buildings should be 
100% accessible. 

Existing attractions have 
undergone a renovation 
where the focus has been 
getting aesthetics, economy 
and functionality to go 
together… 


